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The Black Drop Effect 

 
New Club Members: 

Jesse Granado  
Earl Johnson  
John Moore 

Welcome All! 

 
 
UNT to Record Transit 

Ron DiIulio, the director 
of the astronomy lab 
program at UNT and 
FWAS Trustee, says a 
team of students, 
faculty, and staff will 
digitally record the 
beginning of the transit 
to try and record a 
“black drop” effect, 
where the shadow of the 
planet is smeared as it 
arrives over the Sun.  
 
“This ‘black drop’ effect 
has been historically 
seen when Venus passes 
in front of the sun,” says 
Ron DiIulio. “Some 
astronomers believe that 
this is due to a thick 
Venusian atmosphere. 
However, some other 
astronomers believe that 
it is just turbulence from 
our own atmosphere. 
UNT's recording might 
put the disagreement to 
rest either way.” 
 

MORE on Page 4 

 

“A Little Black Spot on the Sun Today” 
November 8th, 2006 will be an active day for our club.  Most of the 2006 Transit 
of Mercury will be visible from the Fort Worth area; and several members are 
planning expeditions to the west to be able to view the entire event.  The Museum 
will host a Transit Party with club members from 12pm – 4pm that day (set up in 
the same location as our star parties in the north parking lot), and other club 
members will take strides to share the event with schools and co-workers.  The 
next Transit of Mercury will be in May 2016.  Mark your calendars! 

As always, be sure that you know and understand proper solar 
viewing before attempting to look at or near the sun.  The 
Transit of Mercury is a rare celestial event that must be observed with 
a telescope equipped with either a solar projection system or a front-
end solar filter. Never observe the sun with a filter that is threaded 
into the eyepiece. A telescope concentrates the sun's light, as well as 

the sun's heat at the eyepiece position. Solar filters housed in the eyepiece have 
been known to crack while in use. If this happens, it will be a sad day indeed. 

Be sure that you do not fall victim to common misconceptions about proper filters; 
for instance new welder’s glass rated at a 12 or 14 might be used for direct non-
magnified viewing of the sun, but it will never provide adequate protection for 
magnified seeing.   

By no means can this small issue provide you with all that you need to know about 
solar viewing, it is up to you to insure that you and your fellow viewers are 
protected.  Remember that Ray Charles made a horrible mistake.  For the NASA in-
a-nutshell information page, go to the Mercury Transit Information page at 
http://tinyurl.com/o3jdt  

Filters that are not safe, though they’re 
sometimes recommended in old books, 
include smoked glass, stacked sunglasses, 
crossed polarizing filters, and neutral-
density camera filters. While these may 
greatly dim the Sun's glare, invisible 
radiation may get through and damage 
your eyes.  

Below is a simple graphic that portrays a 
form of safe projection that you can 
quickly use to show the transit to co-
workers for that quick moment when you 
know you’re going to step outside “for 
just a minute.”  Try not to melt the glue 
holding your optics in place. 

See page 9 
for rules for 
solar filters. 

Be safe, and 
have fun 
observing. 
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October 2006 
Moon Phases 

 
Full Moon 

(11-5) 6:58am 
 

Last Quarter 
(11-12) 11:45am 

 
New Moon 

(11-20) 4:18pm 
 

First Quarter 
(11-28) 12:29am 

 
 
 

 

Astronomy Magazine’s 
Deep Space Mysteries 

2007 Calendar 
Available for pre-order, and 
the window of opportunity is 
running out. 

Features striking images 
of dramatic celestial 
observations include the 
Tarantula Nebula, the 
Hydra Cluster, Whirlpool 
Galaxy M51, and the 
stunning Fox-Fur Nebula. 
Viewing data for many 
celestial events and has 
many detailed captions 
composed by the staff of 
Astronomy magazine. 
Recognizes national 
holidays. 13 x 10-1/2 

Price is dependent upon 
how many are ordered 
through FWAS.  Past 
years’ have been $10.00.  
To order yourself is $12.95 
+ S&H 

 
See Harry Bearman for 

details 

 

Also Available for Pre-Order in October / November: 
• Royal Canadian Astronomical Society’s Observer’s Handbook 
• Guy Ottewell’s Astronomical Calendar 

These are available at much better pricing through the club, than individually. 

Kudos to Club Members 
Jay Ballauer has had his recent image of the Heart Nebula showcased on the first 
page of this month’s Astronomy magazine’s image gallery. 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thurs Fri Sat 

 1 2 3 

 

Last Day 
to vote for 
the Image 
Contest 
(12 noon) 

4 

 
 
 

5 

 

 

6 

 

Tycho Brahe 
noted his 
“Nova Stella” 
in 1572 

7 

 

 

 

That other 
election 

8   
 
 
Afternoon 

Museum  & 
UNT Event 

 

9 

 

 

10 11 

12 

 

 

 

Last Qtr 

13 

 

14 15 16 

 

17 

 

18 DSS 

 

3RF Star 
Party 

 
19 20 

 
 

 

New Moon 

21 

 

FWAS 
Indoor 
Meeting 
back in the 
usual room. 

22 

 

23 

 
 
 

 
 

24 

 

25 
 

 

 

 

 

26 27 

 

28 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

1st Qtr 

29 30  

Remember that we are 
back in the “normal” 
meeting room starting 
this month. 
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Club 
Outreach 

 

 

The future 

 

Downloadable 
sky charts 

Sky & Telescope 
http://tinyurl.com/5np8n 

 

Heavens Above 
http://tinyurl.com/64vdj  

 

Sky Maps 
http://www.skymaps.com/ 

 

Watch the e-group 
for Galilean moons in 

1-2-3-4 order. 
 

ISS Transits 
http://tinyurl.com/y8zk5c 

 

 

October Star Party at the Fort Worth Museum (FWMSH) 
On Saturday, October 28th 
club members set up eleven 
scopes to host the 
approximately 75 guests 
during the last club star party 
of the calendar year during a 
clear brisk night, with a first 
quarter moon.  Among other 
Halloween weekend treats, 
the guests were shown views 
of the pale green disc of the 
planet Uranus and the 
recently brightened green 
coma of the Comet SWAN 
(C/2006 M4), as well as 
various star clusters and 
nebulas.  (Green is the new black.) 

To recognize the star party nearest Halloween, this year there was an Ugliest Shirt 
Contest among the volunteers with a prize of a nifty new pair of binoculars.  The 
proud recipient, Louise Greve, won with her well-placed acerbic wit and is shown 
here receiving her prize from club Prezzident Trista “Tree” Oppermann. 

The club does not hold star parties at the Museum during the cold months, and will 
resume again in the spring.  Be sure to watch the e-group for notification on when 
the star parties will resume.  It depends on how cold our winter will be, and when 
spring is sprung once again. 

Beginning in the spring, Michelle Martinez will be taking over as Star Party 
Coordinator from outgoing Coordinator Louise Greve who has done a fine job of 
liaising with the Museum and holding down the fort during the star parties as the 
primary guest contact.  If you would like to join in helping with the star parties but 
do not have a scope, the Museum has scopes that you can use. 

Outreach Opportunities: 

November 8th - Museum Transit of Mercury Party – at the Fort Worth Museum 
of Science and History.  Set up in or near the NW corner of the north parking 
lot.  Advertised Museum event is from 12:11 – 3:14 pm.  Educational events in 
Museum as well.  Repeats May 19th, 2016 (will be visible post-dawn in Fort 
Worth area on that date).  Check the e-group to see if club members also set 
up in other locations around the area. 

November 18th - 3RF Public Star Party – at Comanche Springs Dark Sky 
Campus (12 mi. WSW of Crowell, TX.  Repeats 12-9.  Details at www.3rf.org. 
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FORT 

WORTH 

ASTRONOMICAL 

SOCIETY 

 
 
 

NEVER LOOK 
DIRECTLY AT THE 

SUN! 

 

Permanent 
Damage will 

result! 

Always remember to 
install the solar filter 
before pointing your 
telescope at the Sun 
to avoid instant and 
irreversible damage 
to your eyesight. 

 
 
 
 

UNT’s Rafes Urban 
Astronomy Center to 

host viewing of 
Mercury transit 

 
Beginning at 1:00 p.m. 
and ending at sunset. 
Free and open to the 
public 
  

UNT’s Rafes Urban 
Astronomy Center, 3250 

Tom Cole Road 
(FW Mapsco 345E) 

site is west of the Denton 
Municipal Airport 

 
The university’s historic 
Unitron telescope, 
which has been 
retrofitted to be a solar 
telescope, will also be 
available for viewing. 
 

More info: 
(940) 369-7655 or 
starman@unt.edu. 

 

 

My Little Red Wagon 
Prime Focus asks club members about their new Astro-toys.  This   month 
Juan Martinez (FWAS) shares his new solar scope.  Shown here playing 
dueling cameras with his Cannon 20D DSLR  

What did you get? 
I got an Astro-Tech AT80 80mm f/6 achromatic 

refractor (chrome optical tube finish).  I purchased it 
through the Astronomics website. 

What other toys did you look at, and why did you decide 
on this one? 

I will admit, this was completely an impulse purchase.  
I actually went in looking to acquire a set of bino-viewers 
and in typical fashion almost ended up checking out with 
half of the store.  I was also overdue for a new mirror diagonal and had heard great 
things of the up-and-coming company Astronomy Technologies.  It is a well known 
fact that you simply cannot live without accessories and by now you are picking up 
the trend in my thought process. 

How long did you want it and did you sell any of the neighborhood children to get it? 
The Burgess bino-viewer I wanted about three days earlier during a FWAS 

outing when some bad-influence friends (you know who you are) were showcasing 
views through them on the Moon and Jupiter.  As for the refractor lets just say 
while browsing I clicked on their “New Products” link and lost all composure.  I did 
not strictly need it but the features offered and the going price would have been 
criminal not to buy! 

Now that you’ve played with it, are you still thrilled with it? 
This thing is awesome!  Out of the box it just looks 

sharp, and is quality built all the way around.  The dual 
speed Crayford focuser is silk smooth and solid, not 
only accommodating 2” and 1.25” eyepieces but 
complete with compression rings at both slots for a 
firm seat.  A neat feature not seen before is a 
retracting dew shield further reducing its compact 
profile.  This guy even came with a foam padded case 
plus they threw in a polishing cloth to boot!  It is ideal 
for a quick setup when I lack pep for the heavy 
equipment.  The views are crisp and yield high contrast 
whether terrestrial, lunar, planetary, stellar, or 
“nebulous”.  Even the sun has great resolution and 
contrast detail across magnifications…this of course 

predicates a solar filter (yet another accessory). 

What do you have your eye on for your next accessory acquisition? 
What is it with accessories?  Other than a dark backyard to put it in, I will take it 

slow for a while, but I am itching. 

What nifty thing does your toy do that you want to tell and I’m too dumb to ask 
about? 

Firstly, it always draws double-take looks.  With the mirror-like finish you can 
often see what’s around and behind you as well as in front!  Also, whereas other of 
my ‘scopes have served as coat racks, when not in proper use the anodized chrome 
AT80 achromatic refractor can at the very least double as a handsome static display 
presenting an intellectual decorum. 

Danny Arthur Wins ATM Dobsonian Scope at Club Raffle! 
The raffle item at the October meeting was won by an 
exuberant Danny Arthur.  This is the scope that John 
Dowell used as a show and tell piece during the program 
for the July club meeting (see August 2006 Prime Focus).  
In this picture, Danny is explaining that winning this was 
another great thing during perhaps his luckiest week in 
memory.  The sky’s the limit!  Danny, who’s going to win 
the Super Bowl? 
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Trista’s Top Ten  

Pluto Bumper Stickers 
 

10: 
Mercury, Venus, Earth, 
Mars, Jupiter, Uranus, 

Neptune, 134340. 
Nope, it just doesn’t have 

the same ring to it. 
 

9. 
One in nine planets has 

been discriminated 
against in our solar 

system!  Stop Planetary 
Discrimination! 

 
8. 

Pluto can still kick 
Mercury’s butt. 

 
7. 

Do you want to tell the 
god of the underworld 

that they’ve downgraded 
his planet?  Me neither! 

 
6. 

In my day we had nine 
planets – and that’s the 

way we liked it. 
 

5. 
If 

Chihuahua = dog 
Then 

Pluto = planet 
 

4. 
So they can downsize a 

Planet?  What’s next 
they’re going to 

outsource the sun? 
 

3. 
Don’t call Pluto a dwarf. 
It prefers “Little Planet” 

 
2. 

Pluto is now successfully 
demoted, but still no cure 

for cancer. 
 

1. 
Pluto:  Planet EX 

 
 
 

Dr. K’s Meteor Shower Charts – “Dr. K”  aka Ed Kotapish (FWAS) 

One of the simplest forms of Astronomy that you can enjoy with friends and family 
is to watch for shooting stars during a meteor shower. Like its’ cousin the total 
Lunar eclipse, this is an ideal “lawn chair and beverage cooler” event that doesn’t 
even require a telescope. My friend Mike and I always pick a Moon friendly shower 
(like the upcoming 2007 Perseid's) and plan to just sit under the stars that night 
and watch for meteors. We’ve got some hot dogs on the charcoal grill and our 
favorite beverages by our sides and spend the night chatting, not necessarily about 
Astronomy, and watching, ooh-ing and aah-ing. We’re not always successful of 
course, but on those nights with too many clouds or rain we find a place to stay dry 
and talk the night away.  

Presented below are some charts depicting the altitude of the meteor shower 
radiant and the Moon (if any) for the 18 hours either side of the predicted peak. 
I’ve chosen the 2006 N Taurids, and the 2006 Leonids, to illustrate the information 
presented in the graphs.  Where there are no traces shown is when the Sun is 
above -12 deg or Nautical twilight. 

The time in hours before and after the peak is shown on the horizontal axis while 
the altitude above the horizon on the vertical axis. 

The graph title above the graph shows the time of the peak.  Below the time axis I 
show the equivalent Central time. The red colored hours are for the previous day to 
that in the title and blue for the following day. 

2006 N Taurid Meteor Shower
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Starting on Nov 11th at 19h CST the radiant is 10deg above the horizon rising to 
67deg by midnight when the Moon rises. The peak occurs at 9h CST on the 12th 
(when we can’t see it) and later that night the radiant does a repeat performance 
but the Moon rises about a half hour to an hour later.  

This year’s Leonids shape up like this.   

2006 Leonid Meteor Shower
Peak Nov 17 20UT
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Johannes Kepler 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Johannes Kepler’s Celestial Mechanics 
Bruce Campbell (FWAS) became an expert-enthusiast on the life of Jonannes Kepler 
courtesy of Half Price books.  He shared the highlights of Kepler’s life at the October 
FWAS meeting.   

He saw virtually the same skies as we do today, but the science 
of the day was much different than what we have.  Through his 
work, Johannes Kepler established modern astronomy. 

Kepler was born in Weil der Stadt on 27 Dec 1571 to Heinrich and 
Katharina (Guidenmann) Kepler and he had an “interesting” 
childhood, as he was frequently ill and under the care of an 
eccentric and meddlesome mother.  Neighbors got back at her persnickety behavior 
by accusing her of witchcraft.  His father left the family when he was five years old 
to pursue a career as a mercenary. 

Kepler wanted to study theology and wanted to be a good Lutheran; however his 
teachers pulled him from seminary and put him into mathematics.  He got his first 
job and did side work as an astrologer, where as luck would have it he was actually 
able to predict a few things correctly.  If he was alive today and presented with the 
same situations he might have become a television weatherman or politician. 

From his university days, he was influenced by the Copernican teachings. From 
1593 to 1598 he was professor of mathematics at Graz and while there wrote his 
Mysterium Cosmographicum (1596). This work opened the way to friendly 
intercourse with Galileo and Tycho Brahe, and in 1600 Kepler became Tycho's 
assistant in his observatory near Prague. 

Tycho closely guarded his 35+ years of observation of the planets and the stars.  
Kepler was assigned to study the orbit of Mars since in contained the largest 
number of “errors” in the observational data.  Tycho died of an “intenstinal fever” 
on Oct 24, 1501; after which Kepler was appointed the new imperial mathematician 
to Holy Roman Emperor Rudolf II and gained control of Tycho’s papers 

Kepler analyzed Tycho’s data, and published his findings.  He coined the word 
“satellite” and also studied optics and cameras.  During his career, he published 
hundreds of documents.  (We would call them pamphlets; if he had a thought he’d 
run down to that day’s version of Kinko’s).  He was the first to propose that the sun 
rotated.  In 1629, Kepler proposed the transits of Venus & Mercury using a pinhole 
camera for his data acquisition.  He died in 1630. 

Among other accomplishments, he was perhaps the first science fiction writer and 
put people on the moon and had them to look into the sky and told of what they 
saw.   

He was later honored by having a 31km diameter lunar crater named after him that 
is very near Copernicus, and forms a nice triangle with Tycho. 

During the time frame of his career, the number of catalogued stars doubled.  He 
built upon the Ptolemaic System and the Copernican System and the Tychonian 
system to develop his system of Platonic Solids (so he came up with his near-okay 
model) 

Kepler would say that God’s handiwork was apparent in the motions of the 
heavenly bodies, and these were evident in his three laws: 

1. Kepler's elliptical orbit law: The planets orbit the sun in elliptical orbits 
with the sun at one focus.  

2. Kepler's equal-area law: The line connecting a planet to the sun sweeps 
out equal areas in equal amounts of time.   (The slices of a pie) 

3. Kepler's law of periods: The time required for a planet to orbit the sun, 
called its period, is proportional to the long axis of the ellipse raised to the 
3/2 power. The constant of proportionality is the same for all the planets.   
He called this the Harmonic Intervals.   

For interesting further reading, look into the archaic concept of the “music of the 
spheres.” 
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Ancient Skies 

Harry Bearman 
Mythologist, MSB 

Mirror Grinder 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harry Bearman is FWAS’ 
Oral Historian and 
Storyteller.  He revives the 
tradition of the Oral 
Historian as he tells the 
myths and legends that 
explained the night sky to 
the Ancients and their 
place in the world. 

Harry also points out sky 
treasures unknown to the 
Ancients. 

Aquila's No Killa 
Millennia before the eagle became a symbol for the United States of 
America, it was a symbol of Zeus.  His eagle performed many duties 
for the chief god, and Zeus is frequently depicted with an eagle, as 
seen on the coin, which dates about 327 BC.  

One of Aquila's most notable duties was performing the daily punishment of the Titan 
Prometheus.  In the early days of mankind, Prometheus had given them fire.  This 
apparently wasn't part of Zeus' big plan. 

For that transgression, Prometheus was chained to a rock on the highest peak in the 
Caucasus Mountains.  Every morning, Aquila would swoop down on the Titan, and eat 
his liver, without any fava beans or a nice Chianti.  But Prometheus was immortal and 
every night his liver would grow back and the wound would heal, just in time for Aquila's 
morning dining excursion.  

Hercules on his way to fulfill one of his great 
labors happened upon Prometheus.  He offered 
Hercules advice about accomplishing the task, 
which was instrumental in his success.  
Hercules, in gratitude for the advice, and with 
Zeus' permission, released Prometheus from his 
tortuous punishment by shooting the great 
eagle.  Zeus, in gratitude for the service his 
eagle had performed immortalized him by 
placing him among the stars.  Why he chose to 
immortalize the arrow (Sagitta) that killed his 
eagle is beyond me, but one should never 
question the gods.  

Interesting Things to See: 

Eta Aquilae - One of the brightest Cepheid 
variables, ranging from magnitude 4.1 to magnitude 5.3 every 7.2 days.  It is a super giant 
star about 3000 times more luminous than the Sun, located 1200 light years from Earth.  

B143-4 - A dark nebula located about 1.5 degrees to the west of Gamma Aquilae.  Through 
amateur telescopes it appears as a dark, starless area that stands out from the starry 
background. The nebula is over a degree in size, so when observing use a wide-field 
eyepiece and low magnification to fit it in the field of view.  

NGC 6709 - An open star cluster located five degrees southwest of Zeta Aquilae.  Small 
telescopes show 30 stars spread in a diameter 
of 15 arc minutes. 

NGC 6755 - A small cluster found 4.5 degrees 
west of Delta Aquilae, appearing as an 
elongated misty patch of light at low 
magnification.  At 150x or more, the cluster is 
resolved into about a dozen stars with 
magnitudes between 12 and 13. 

NGC 6803 – Is a difficult 11th-magnitude 
planetary nebula.  It appears as a stellar point 
even at high magnification. 

Credits: (clockwise from top) 
Coin (around 327 BC) - Personal property. 
"Chained Prometheus" Peter Paul Rubens (1612) - Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
Map - www.nightskyinfo.com  
Plate , Unknown artist (around 530 BC) – Vatican. 

I would like to thank the owners of the copyrighted material for not suing me.  
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Variable Stars 
 

 
Ron McDaniel 

 
This is the first in a series 
of articles about variable 
star observing presented 
by Fort Worth 
Astronomical Society’s 
Ron McDaniel 
 
Ron also serves the club 
as the Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees, and 
also sells the raffle tickets 
at the club meetings. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
F.W.A. Argelander 

 
 
T Tauri stars are a class of 
variable stars.  They are 
found near molecular 
clouds and identified by 
their optical variability and 
strong chromospheric lines.  
T Tauri stars are pre-main 
sequence stars and are 
thought to usually have a 
circumstellar accretion disk 
and perhaps planetary 
formation. 
 

Introduction into Variable Star Observing – Ron McDaniel (FWAS) 

Early man was always a watcher of the heavens and nearby supernovae would 
always capture his attention.  We know this because ancient records of these bright 
star events have been found in historical records of many peoples including the 
ancient Chinese and Native Americans. 

In 1054 a supernova in Taurus was documented – the results are the Crab Nebula 
M1.  The Tycho Brahe supernova in Cassiopeia took place in 1572.  As a teenage, 
John Goodricke discovered the variability of d Cephei in 1784.  Beginning in the 
1800’s, variable star observing started to become more science than happenstance.  
One individual stands out more than others in this regard – Friedrich Wilhelm 
August Argelander. 

Argelander is considered by some to be the father of modern variable star 
observing.  In 1843, Argelander created a star catalog as a result of his variable 
star observing.  In less than 11 years, he cataloged the position and brightness of 
over 324,000 stars.  He created a stepwise estimation method known as the 
Argelander method and is still in use today.  

Variable star observing is crucial to the overall study and understanding of the 
Universe.  Eruptive young T Tauri stars allow us to observe the birth of stars as 
they evolve from the protostar phase and enter adolescence.  Supernova 
explosions occur as gigantic stars die.  Energetic outbursts from dwarf novae 
furnish some of the best opportunities to study accretion disks and their underlying 
processes.  These processes may have contributed to the formation of our solar 
system and even galaxies. 

We are going to take a quick look at the types of variable stars.  Before we begin, 
don’t let yourself get bogged down in the details of these type classifications.  The 
important things are the stars. 

All variables fall into two major classes:  Intrinsic (variability caused by internal 
processes), and Extrinsic (variability caused by external forces, objects, etc.).  
Then, there are six types derived from these classes:  Eruptive, Pulsating, 
Cataclysmic (or Explosive), Rotating, Close Binaries, and Optical X-Ray sources. 

Eruptive Variables are stars that show a sudden large outburst of energy causing 
their visual brightness to increase.  This brightening may be as much as 200 times 
or more in a few days.  Outbursts are caused by flares where stellar material is 
being blown off into space. 

Pulsating Variables show periodic expansion and contraction of their surface 
layers. (similar to breathing).  In some cases the expansion is uniform.  In others 
the star exhibits quivering or unequal expansions that occur within various layers of 
the star. 

Cataclysmic (or Explosive) Variables have outbursts that are caused mainly by 
thermonuclear processes on or within their surface layers or deep within their 
interiors.  Novae and dwarf novae are members of the Cataclysmic class.  All 
cataclysmic variables are extremely close binary systems.  In most cases they have 
periods less than one-half day. 

Rotating Variable stars vary because of irregular surface brightness and/or their 
elliptical shape.  They are not normally good targets for amateurs, because they 
are too faint and very small amounts of variability.  Variability in many cases can 
be attributed to large amounts of star activity. 

Close Binaries are multiple star systems that have the orbital plane of the orbiting 
stars oriented approximately along the line of sight of the observer.  In this 
orientation, as the stars pass in front of each other, they eclipse the light seen by 
the observer.  This study of these eclipsed light curves reveal the presence of the 
components, and can provide information on relative temperatures, and also can be 
used to determine the radii of the components.  Amateurs have used the 
techniques applied to observing close binaries to find extra-solar planets. 

Optical Variable X-Ray Sources are an ambiguous class of variable.  Some 
astronomers consider X-ray binaries to be any kind of interacting close binary with 
a compact degenerate object, such as a white dwarf, neutron star, or a black hole. 
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Solar Filters 
A number of strict 
rules should always 
be adhered to when 
observing the Sun.  

When using a solar 
filter, always place the 
filter on the sun facing 
end of the telescope as 
the focused Sun will 
melt filters at the 
eyepiece end in a 
matter of seconds.  

If stopping down a 
large aperture 
telescope, make sure 
that the stopped down 
area is not receiving 
any stray light and 
blocks the Sun 
completely.  

Make sure that the 
filter cannot be blown 
off by gusts of wind - 
use some masking 
tape to secure the 
filter in place.  

Never leave a 
telescope pointing at 
the Sun unattended.  

Always check the solar 
filter is in place before 
you look through the 
eyepiece.  

Never look at the Sun 
through an unfiltered 
telescope using eclipse 
shades or a welder's 
filter. And don't use a 
camera with a 
telephoto lens, even if 
the lens has 
photographic filters on 
it that appear to 
darken the Sun.  

 
 

This Month’s Sky 
The Moon Points the Way – On the 1st and the 28th, Uranus is 0.5° North of the 

Moon.  On the 12th, Saturn is 1.6° South of the Moon.  On the 19th, Mercury is 
6° North of the Moon.  On the 26th, Neptune is 3° North of the Moon.   

Meteor Showers – Taurids on the 4th, 5th, 6th.  Leonids on the 16th, 17th, 18th.  
Orionids on the 22nd,  Go to http://amsmeteors.org/showers.html  

Constellation & Telescope School @ Weatherford 
John Dowell continues his mirror grinding, telescope making, and constellation 
school at his workshop and observing site.  Mirror class is weekly, and the 
combination class is usually held the Thursday after the indoor meeting; but is a 
consensus schedule, so be sure to check the e-group for notification, maps and any 
changes. 

Mirror grinding usually runs 6 – 9, with observing beginning about 8:30. 

These informal classes are an excellent opportunity to learn telescope making and 
improve star-hopping skills in a small group.  New classes begin soon.  Get with 
John Dowell or Linda Krouse for more details. 

Stargazers’ Diary -- Russ Boatwright & Doug Brown (FWAS) 

Stargazers' Diary #8 - Comanche Springs Astronomy Campus, Texas – October 21-
22, 2006 - 9/11 - No moon, very good seeing. Wind early, clouds very late. 
 
With Russ having to miss this Anita South star site away teem trip do to 
bereavement, (my heart-felt sympathies,) I went by my lonesome to visit the good 
folks at 3RF and to help with there star and meteor party.  I was looking forward to 
a good show of the Orionid Meteors under there great skies.  When I got there the 
wind had picked up and was not going to let up till 10:30 PM and the temp was to 
droop to upper 30’s and the two groups that were to show up and camp had 
canceled do to the drop in temp.  Larry Smith thought that this pretty much 
canceled the star party and told the astronomy grognards that we could use the big 
role off and set up in it for some personal viewing.  Just as we were discussing this, 
a charter bus with 35 grad students and faculty pulled in expecting a star party.   

We thought that the show must go on and through some scopes in the truck and 
set up as Larry was giving them his talk about 3RF and the campus there.  By the 
time he finished and they walked up to the roll off, we had set up two 10” dobs, 
one 20” dob, and one 12”Schmit-Cass and was ready for darkness.  I felt sorry for 
most of the kids because they were not dressed for the cold temp and some were 
in shorts, at least we were in the confines of the roll off and the wind was not a 
problem.  We also had 10 or so locals show up and the number of attendees was at 
45 for the impromptu star party.  I grabbed one of the 10’s and put it on Albero 
and invited, what I found out later was the astronomy instructor with UNT, to have 
a look and explained what he was seeing. This was the 2nd time he had ever 
looked through a scope!  We took a tour through some hall of fame objects, like 
M31 and M22, and the kids and faculty were most thankful for our time.  I think the 
instructor was the last to leave at 11:00 PM.  He was very impressed with the fact 
you can see M31 with just your eyes at their dark sky site.  He had brought his 
binos with him and I pointed out several good bino targets for him like M45, M24 
and the double cluster.   

After the UNT bus left we put away the scopes and I got a chair and my binos for 
some me time under some very good dark skies.  As far as the Orionid Meteor 
shower I was seeing about one every three to five minutes with some breaks up to 
15 minutes. Not what I was hoping for.  Some of the other astronomy grognards 
that came in Friday night were saying it should pick up after 4AM, and that last 
night it was one to two a minute, so we decided one would wake the others up then 
and check it out.  I slept in my auto even though it was kind of cold.   

I was woken by the foot steps of the others and we saw several more meteors 
but clouds moved in soon and shut us down for good this time.  Russ I am sure 
it will be better with you along next time, till then clear sky’s to all.  
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The Fine Print 

Observing Site Reminders 
 
All members … 

• Be careful with fire 
• Sign the logbook in the clubhouse 
• Put equipment back neatly when 

finished 
• Leave a log note if there is a club 

equipment problem; also, please 
contact an FWAS Trustee to let them 
know 

• Turn out the bathroom light and close 
the door tightly – do NOT lock; leave 
the thermostat alone. 

• Maintain Dark-Sky etiquette 
• Turn out your headlights at the gate! 

 
Last person out, please … 

• Turn off lights 
• Check all doors – closed, but not locked 
• Make sure nothing is left out 
• Chain the gate when departing site 

Concrete telescope pads & power. 
Clubhouse, restroom, picnic & camping.   
Drought conditions continue! 

Please be aware that a 
 

Fire Ban is Still in Effect 
 

FWAS Contact information  http://www.fortworthastro.com 

Officers: 

            Trista Oppermann – President                                   prezzident@fortworthastro.com  

            John Dowell – Vice President                                        vicepres@fortworthastro.com  

            Harry Bearman – Secretary / Treasurer                       secretary@fortworthastro.com  

Meetings – FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month at the UNT Health 
Science Center – Research & Education Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; 
Ft. Worth. Guests and visitors are always welcome.  (Trista Oppermann) 

Web Site – http://www.fortworthastro.com  

E-Group (members only) – Post messages to the group by sending e-mail to 
fwas@yahoogroups.com. Any message sent to fwas@yahoogroups.com will be 
automatically sent to all members on the list.  Send a blank e-mail to fwas-
subscribe@yahoogroups.com to subscribe.   Include your real name. 

Outreach – items concerning FWAS Outreach activities should be addressed to FWAS’ Public 
Outreach Coordinator at fwasoutreach@yahoo.com.  (Dave Titus) 

Prime Focus – The FWAS newsletter is published monthly. Letters to the editor, articles for 
publication, photos, or just about anything you would like to have included should be 
sent to:  primefocus@fortworthastro.com.   (Dean Crabtree) 

FWAS Annual Dues - $40 for adults / families, $20.00 for students (half-price Jan 1 thru 
June 30); checks payable to Ft. Worth Astronomical Society; payments can be mailed 
to P.O. Box 471162, Ft. Worth, TX 76147 or in-person at the next indoor meeting. 
Membership runs July 1 through June 30.  (Harry Bearman) 

Discount Subscriptions Available – Sky & Telescope ($32.95), and Astronomy (1 year for 
$34.00; 2 years for $60.00). A Sky & Telescope subscription through FWAS entitles 
you to 10% off purchases at SkyTel’s on-line store.  (Harry Bearman) 

Astronomical League Membership – Your FWAS membership also enrolls you in the 
Astronomical League. This makes you eligible for various observing certificates and 
you get their quarterly magazine, The Reflector.  Observing clubs:  
http://www.astroleague.org/observing.html (AL liaison is Tres Ross) 

 

Fort Worth Museum of Science and History  See the Museum’s website for schedules of 
exhibits and show times:   http://www.fwmsh.org/home/index.html  (Linda Krouse) 

Make an old idea into a New Idea for your Holiday buffet this year!  Go to:  
http://homepages.tesco.net/~janefisk/discworld/discworld.htm.  Remember, they 
used to say, “It’s turtles!  ALL the way down!”  

 




